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Panic!

Erudiaa panicked after learning the news!

Things may be more terrible than they expected!

Progress is too fast!

It was easy to practice if King Kong didn’t destroy magical skills, but there was too much room for
improvement.

But what everyone didn’t expect was that it was Hirai Musashi’s master-Takitani Kuroki who was even
more terrified!
The king of the new era of Dongdao!

The sixteenth existence on the God List!

In fact, the magic power of King Kong is not bad is obtained by him.
Now his apprentices rely on King Kong’s incorruptible magic power to kill the Quartet, steadily rushing
into the top 30 of the gods list.

So what about him as a master?

This is the one who can really challenge the first place in the gods list and the gods of Tiance!

The bad news one after another shocked the world!

Soon news came out that Takitani Kuroki will enter the summer with his apprentices and challenge the
great powers.

Especially the strong of the gods!

Erudiaa’s god list powerhouses, Kirin ( Qilin ), Tiger (Bai Hu), Xiao Feng, they are all after thirty.

Zoey, the twenty-seventh place before thirty!

Ye Lingtian God List twenty-fifth!

The twenty-third, twenty-two, twenty-one, and nineteenth of the god list are all strong in Erudiaa!

Among the top ten forces in Great Xia, the ancient Lingnan tribe is the 17th on the list of the Lingnan
Kings!

The sixteenth of the Thunder God list of the top ten forces of the ancient Northwest Lei Clan!

Qingcheng Yijian’s Taoist Sword is the fourteenth on the list of Li Taoist doctors!

Thirteenth on the God List!

God list twelfth!

Xuanyuan Qingya ranked tenth!

Ye Wudao is eighth on the list of gods!

Tiance young marshal is sixth on the list of gods!

Buddhism diamond dragon monk god list fourth!

…I

have to say that the strongest people in Erudiaa are like clouds.

The top 30 seats in the god list occupy a lot of them.

But these people are the targets of the two masters and apprentices of Takiya Kuroki!

“Levi Garrison’s retribution is coming! Now people have practiced the magical power of King Kong not
bad! Come to Erudiaa!”

“King Kong is not bad magical power, that is my Erudiaa method, now people use Erudiaa method to kill
Erudiaa! The people of Xia, come to challenge Erudiaa’s strong, and finally insult Erudiaa!”

“It’s all to blame! If it weren’t for you! Erudiaa will rise up a super strong, even comparable to the dark
god, directly Ranked first on the list of gods!”

“Does Levi Garrison know what kind of opportunity you let Erudiaa miss?”

…

The “disaster” that everyone predicted is coming.

Everyone came to accuse Levi Garrison.

I really have to blame him, this can’t happen without him.

It can also produce a peerless powerhouse.

Xuanyuan Qingya looked at Levi Garrison and sneered, “This is what makes you extraordinary? Is it going
to cause trouble? Will it usher in disaster?”

Disappointed!

Many people are disappointed in him.

It was because of what he said that it became the situation in front of us!

Now there are overwhelming voices mocking Erudiaa…

Let the things left by the ancestors be left to outsiders, and let outsiders beat yourself back…

Shame!

The source of shame is Levi Garrison!

“Don’t worry! The challenge is nothing, just let him challenge! If they have any threats, I will kill them at
any time!”

“Whether it was before, now, or in the future. I am Erudiaa’s patron saint! Hmm!”

Levi Garrison looked cold.

Didn’t pay attention to these so-called enemies at all.

“Punch!” After

hearing this, everyone laughed out loud.

Erudiaa’s patron saint?

Hahaha!

This joke is too big!

The patron saint of Erudiaa, what kind of concept is that!

Can help Erudiaa solve all dangers and obstacles!

No fear of everything!

Even with the invincible existence of God Commander Tiance, he dare not say a word about Erudiaa’s
patron saint.

The real patron saint of Great Xia is Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan!

Levi Garrison said that he can be alone?

Isn’t that ridiculous?

“Levi Garrison, let’s go busy first. If it really becomes a disaster in the end, we will be the first to take
your sacrificial saber!”

…

Everyone is going to prepare. But what is curious is that the god commander Tiance ordered the Baolong
clan of Tiance Mansion not to participate in this matter.

